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Objective: Recent research has provided
evidence for a genetically mediated asso-
ciation between language or reading-re-
lated cognitive deficits and impaired mo-
tor coordination. Other studies have
identified relationships between lateral-
ization of hand skill and cognitive abili-
ties. With a large sample, the authors
aimed to investigate genetic relationships
between measures of reading-related
cognition, hand motor skill, and hand
skill lateralization.

Method: The authors applied univariate
and bivariate correlation and familiality
analyses to a range of measures. They
also performed genomewide linkage
analysis of hand motor skill in a subgroup
of 195 sibling pairs.

Results: Hand motor skill was signifi-
cantly familial (maximum heritability=
41%), as were reading-related measures.
Hand motor skill was weakly but signifi-

cantly correlated with reading-related
measures, such as nonword reading and
irregular word reading. However, these
correlations were not significantly familial
in nature, and the authors did not ob-
serve linkage of hand motor skill to any
chromosomal regions implicated in sus-
ceptibility to dyslexia. Lateralization of
hand skill was not correlated with reading
or cognitive ability.

Conclusions: The authors confirmed a
relationship between lower motor ability
and poor reading performance. However,
the genetic effects on motor skill and
reading ability appeared to be largely or
wholly distinct, suggesting that the corre-
lation between these traits may have
arisen from environmental influences. Fi-
nally, the authors found no evidence that
reading disability and/or low general cog-
nitive ability were associated with ambi-
dexterity.

(Am J Psychiatry 2003; 160:1970–1977)

Developmental dyslexia is diagnosed as a specific dif-
ficulty in learning to read in the absence of any obvious
cause, such as low general intelligence, lack of educational
opportunity, or overt neurological or sensory handicap (1,
2). The condition affects roughly one in 20 school-age chil-
dren (1). Measures of reading disability are highly herita-
ble (2, 3), but the genetic factors underlying this heritable
variance are complex and heterogeneous (3–5). Indeed,
molecular genetic mapping studies have identified repli-
cable quantitative trait loci contributing to the suscepti-
bility to dyslexia on chromosomes 2, 6, and 18, as well as
several other putative quantitative trait loci (3–6).

In searching for clues to the etiology of dyslexia, re-
searchers have developed numerous cognitive and physi-
ological measures that have been found to correlate with
reading measures. Impairments associated with reading
disability include a language-related deficit in phonologi-
cal processing (7) (i.e., an inability to deconstruct words
into the component sounds of speech), as well as deficits
in learning to read irregularly spelled words (7, 8) and the
rapid naming of newly presented items (8). The sensory
correlates of dyslexia include anomalies in visual (9–11)
and auditory (12) processing of rapidly changing stimuli.
Differences in regional cortical activation between indi-
viduals with dyslexia and comparison subjects have oc-

curred during performance of some of these tests (11, 13,
14). It may be that deficits on one or a subset of such mea-
sures can reveal the etiological bases of different subtypes
of dyslexia, which currently are diagnosed together as one
heterogeneous disorder.

Another clue to an underlying etiology has come from
studies that tested for associations between impairments
in motor and reading abilities (15, 16). These studies were
aimed at investigating the role of the cerebellum in im-
plicit or automatized learning of both motor and reading
skills (15). Nicolson and colleagues (15) estimated that in-
dividuals with dyslexia score approximately –1 standard
deviation below comparison subjects on tests of posture,
muscle tone, and voluntary movement. Also, postmortem
and imaging studies of the cerebellum have identified
neuroanatomical, morphological, functional, and bio-
chemical differences between individuals with dyslexia
and comparison subjects (15, 17–19).

Wolff and colleagues (20) found that impaired motor co-
ordination co-segregated with dyslexia in roughly half of
the families in a clinically recruited sample with reading
disability. Wolff (21) proposed that dyslexia with motor
impairment constitutes a common and heritable subtype
of reading disability. In addition, Bishop (22) found evi-
dence for a common genetic basis for motor immaturity
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and speech and language impairment in twins. Speech
and language impairment, like dyslexia, is a heteroge-
neous disorder with a multifactorial background (23) and
is associated with deficits in phonological processing. Lit-
eracy problems in children are often accompanied by oral
language difficulties and vice versa. Indeed, susceptibility
to dyslexia and speech and language impairment may be
mediated in part by common genetic influences.

Associations between dyslexia and left-handedness or
ambidexterity have also been reported (24, 25), although
other investigations have not found these associations
(26–28). In addition, weak lateralization of hand skill has
been reported to associate with low verbal cognitive abil-
ity (29, 30), but this association has failed to be replicated
(31). Nonetheless, handedness is related to asymmetric
language dominance, suggesting overlapping genetic and
developmental etiologies for handedness and language-
related cognition (32). Since dyslexia is, in part, a lan-
guage-related disorder, it is reasonable to test for relations
between reading-related cognition and lateralization of
hand skill.

We collected a sample of 265 nuclear sibling-pair fami-
lies, each containing at least one reading-disabled pro-
band, as part of an ongoing molecular genetic study of
reading disability (4, 33). As well as tests of reading-related
and general cognition, all siblings were administered An-
nett’s peg-moving test (34) to derive quantitative mea-
sures of hand motor coordination and lateralization of
hand skill. A subset of 89 of these families (195 sibling
pairs) was genotyped at polymorphic markers spanning
the genome to perform linkage analysis of reading-related
measures (4). This subset of the group has shown linkage
to reading-related measures at loci on chromosomes
6p21.3-23 and 18p11, and both of these quantitative trait
loci have been identified in independent samples (3, 5).
We have also found linkage of relative hand skill (i.e., left-
hand versus right-hand) to chromosome 2p12-q11 in
these 195 sibling pairs (28), and we recently replicated this
result in an independent sample (35) (not included in the
current study).

Our main aims in this study were to test two hypotheses:
first, that dyslexia with motor impairment is a common
heritable subtype of reading disability (20, 21); second,
that hand skill lateralization is related to reading ability
(29, 31). With our group of 641 siblings in 265 families, we
performed the largest study to our knowledge aimed at
measuring the following:

1. The extent to which hand motor skill and hand skill
lateralization are correlated with reading-related
measures in a clinically ascertained group with read-
ing disability.

2. The extent to which hand motor skill, hand skill later-
alization, reading ability, and verbal/nonverbal rea-
soning are familial in this group.

3. The extent to which the same familial/genetic effects
mediate covariance between different combinations
of these measures.

In addition, with our subset of 195 genotyped sibling
pairs, we were able to assess whether specific genetic loci
mediate any covariance between reading-related and mo-
tor measures.

Method

The Family Group

We identified 265 unrelated nuclear sibling-pair families
through the dyslexia clinic at Royal Berkshire Hospital (33). The
majority (>90%) of the first 200 families were recruited on the ba-
sis of 1) having at least one proband whose single-word reading
ability was more than 2 standard deviations below that predicted
by tests of verbal or nonverbal reasoning (4, 33) and 2) having ev-
idence of reading disability in one or more siblings of the dyslexic
proband (e.g., on the basis of parental reports or school history)
(4, 33). The majority (roughly 80%) of the remaining 65 families
were recruited through a minimum of just one reading-disabled
proband, with no requirement for reading disability in siblings of
the probands. The probands in these families were required to
have single-word reading ability of 1 standard deviation or more
below that predicted by their age, with a minimum intelligence
quotient of 90. All remaining families from either the first 200
families or the final 65 were collected by means of referral to the
clinic of at least one reading-disabled proband by a qualified cli-
nician (33). All families were therefore required to contain a min-
imum of two siblings, at least one of whom was reading disabled.
The subjects were given a full description of the experimental
procedures, plus the option to ask questions or to withdraw at any
time. Written informed consent was then obtained.

We administered a battery of psychometric tests to all available
siblings in each family and age-adjusted and standardized their
scores against normative control data, as described in previous
publications (4, 33). These included measures of single-word
reading ability, spelling ability, phonological decoding ability
(ability to deconstruct written words into phonemic units), pho-
nemic awareness (awareness of the phonemic structure of lan-
guage), orthographic coding (whole-word recognition), and tests
of verbal and nonverbal reasoning.

Blood samples or buccal swabs were donated by all available
children and parents for the purpose of genomic DNA extraction
(4). The 265 families yielded a total of 641 siblings for whom psy-
chometric test scores and genomic DNA were available (median
age=11.9 years, range=5.7 to 30.6). Test scores and genomic DNA
were obtained for all probands and at least one sibling in each
family. Sibship sizes used in our analyses ranged from two to six
(166 with two siblings, 76 with three siblings, 21 with four siblings,
one with five siblings, and one with six siblings). The sample con-
sisted uniformly of white Caucasians.

Annett’s Peg Test

We administered Annett’s peg-moving test, a well-character-
ized test of hand motor skill (34), to all 641 siblings in the group.
The test involved measuring the time taken by subjects to move,
with each hand, a row of pegs on a board from one location to
another. Five trials were performed for each hand. These trials
yielded mean left- and right- hand times. From these data, we cal-
culated the average time for both hands ([left+right]/2) and re-
gressed this value on age within our group to obtain age-adjusted
residual scores. The negative of this residual was used as the vari-
able for hand motor skill, as a measure of age-adjusted hand mo-
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tor skill. We also derived the difference between hands, adjusted
for overall hand skill, as a measure of relative (left versus right)
hand skill for each child (28), which was calculated as (left–right)/
([left+right]/2). Finally, as a measure of the degree of hand skill
lateralization in either direction, we used the unsigned magni-
tude of this measure.

Univariate Familiality Analysis

Pearson correlation coefficients between sibling scores were
calculated for individual measures. For sibling data, twice the cor-
relation coefficients yields a maximum estimate for trait herita-
bility (i.e., the proportion of trait variance caused by genetic fac-
tors). Some proportion of sibling covariance may also be due to
sibling-shared environmental effects. Since many of the sibships
contained more than two individuals, not all sibling pairs were in-
dependent for the purposes of these analyses. We therefore per-
formed 20 random samplings of one sibling pair from each of the
265 families and derived mean univariate familiality estimates.
Significance tests were one-tailed.

Bivariate Correlation Analysis

Bivariate Pearson correlations between measures were calcu-
lated to assess overall trait relationships. We performed 20 ran-
dom samplings of one child from each of the 265 families and ob-
tained mean intertrait correlation coefficients. We used one-
tailed tests of significance to test the hypothesis that inferior hand
motor skill is associated with impaired reading ability. Likewise,
we used one-tailed tests to assess whether relatively superior left-
hand skill or a lower degree of lateralization was associated with
impaired reading ability.

Bivariate Familiality Analysis

We performed 20 random samplings of one sibling pair from
each of the 265 families and obtained mean cross-sibling inter-

trait correlation coefficients to measure the extent to which the
same familial factors were responsible for covariance between
different measures. Again, one-tailed tests of significance were
used.

Genotyping

All available individuals from the first 89 families of the group
were genotyped for over 400 polymorphic microsatellite markers
spanning the genome, according to standard protocols (4). This
allowed multipoint identity-by-descent sharing at all points across
the genome to be measured for all 195 sibling pairs in these fami-
lies. For genetic marker maps, we used supplemented versions of
version 2.0 of Sex Averaged CHLC/ABI Prism  Maps (http://www.
well.ox.ac.uk/~simon/dyslexia/dys_genscan.shtml).

Linkage Analysis

Genomewide linkage analysis of hand motor skill  was
performed by using Haseman-Elston regression with Genehunter
2.0 (http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/ftp/distribution/software/
genehunter/gh2) or Mapmaker/Sibs 2.0 for the X chromosome
(http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/ftp/distribution/software/
sibs). In all instances, we used the “all pairs, unweighted” options,
which we have found in simulation studies to best approximate
the theoretically derived significance distributions for linkage
statistics in this sibling group (4).

Results

Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics for all variables. All
cognitive variables are given as z scores, standardized
against normative data (33). Owing to a lack of raw norma-
tive data for peg moving, the variable hand motor skill was
standardized within our study group, and left-hand versus
right-hand skill and left-hand versus right-hand skill later-
alization are presented as unstandardized (28, 35). The
means for all reading-related measures were negative, as
expected (means between –0.37 and –0.93 SD). However,
each of the reading-related measures showed relatively
undiminished variance (standard deviations between 0.85
and 1.02), which presumably arose because of the recruit-
ment of unselected siblings in addition to dyslexic pro-
bands (33) and because most measures were imperfectly
correlated with the measures that were used for recruit-
ment. The mean (left-hand versus right-hand skill) was
similar to that derived from normative data (34) (group
mean=0.070, normative mean=0.072). This suggests that
the group could be considered unselected for degree of

TABLE 1. Reading-Related Cognitive Traits and Motor Skill in 195 Sibling Pairs With At Least One Dyslexic Proband

Trait

Statistic

Mean SD Kurtosis Skewness Minimum Maximum Number
Reading ability –0.38 1.02 –0.08 0.26 –3.07 3.00 641
Spelling ability –0.82 0.99 0.62 –0.03 –3.60 3.20 630
Orthographic coding –0.80 1.00 0.21 –0.55 –4.97 1.52 641
Phonological decoding ability –0.37 0.85 –0.36 –0.39 –2.87 1.62 652
Phonemic awareness –0.41 0.85 0.86 –0.54 –3.71 2.41 628
Verbal reasoning 1.14 0.81 –0.15 –0.44 –1.60 3.00 638
Nonverbal reasoning 0.52 0.85 –0.41 –0.10 –1.90 2.60 602
Hand motor skill 0.00 1.00 –0.43 –0.69 –4.05 2.45 641
Left-hand versus right-hand skill 0.07 0.10 0.57 –0.40 –0.26 0.42 641
Degree of skill lateralization 0.10 0.07 0.43 0.76 0.00 0.42 641

TABLE 2. Maximum Heritability of Reading-Related Cogni-
tive Traits and Motor Skill in 265 Families With At Least
One Dyslexic Probanda

Trait

Maximum
Heritability

(twice the sibling
correlation [r]) p

Reading ability 0.40 0.0007
Spelling ability 0.66 <0.00001
Orthographic coding 0.39 0.0007
Phonological decoding ability 0.46 <0.00008
Phonemic awareness 0.52 <0.00001
Verbal reasoning 0.83 <0.00001
Nonverbal reasoning 0.42 0.0003
Hand motor skill 0.41 0.0005
Left-hand versus right-hand skill 0.23 0.03
Degree of skill lateralization 0.04 0.36
a Based on 20 random samplings of one sibling pair from each family.
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skill lateralization or handedness (28). Finally, males were
overrepresented among probands (65% of the probands
were male), which is typical of clinical reading disability
samples (33). Therefore, although gender did show signif-
icant associations with reading-related measures (data
not shown), our group was unsuitable for an unbiased in-
vestigation of gender effects.

Univariate Familialities

All of the variables were significantly familial, apart
from the absolute magnitude of hand skill lateralization
(to left or right) (Table 2). Maximum heritabilities of cogni-
tive variables were between 39% and 83% (all p<0.0007),
consistent with findings from twin studies. The maximum
heritability of left-hand versus right-hand skill was 23%
(p<0.03), consistent with our prior analyses of subsets of
the total group (28). The measure of hand motor skill had
a maximum heritability of 41% (p=0.0005), suggesting a
substantial genetic variance component. The familiality of
hand motor skill indicated that the pegboard test was suf-
ficiently sensitive to reliably detect and quantify familial
factors influencing hand motor skill.

Bivariate Correlations

All bivariate correlations between reading-related mea-
sures were strong and significant, consistent with results
from previous studies (Table 3) (r=0.38–0.78, all p<0.0001).
Verbal reasoning and nonverbal reasoning were less
strongly, but still significantly, correlated with all reading-
related measures (F=0.170.40, all p<0.005). Hand motor
skill was weakly but significantly correlated with several
reading-related measures (r=0.12–0.17, p<0.003–0.04),
such that poor reading performance was associated with
slower peg moving. This finding was consistent with re-
sults obtained by Nicolson and colleagues (15), although
the correlation was not as high as might have been pre-
dicted from their studies. However, hand motor skill was
not significantly correlated with verbal reasoning or non-
verbal reasoning, in contrast to results reported by Leask
and Crow (30), who found significant correlations be-

tween hand motor skill and measures of verbal and non-
verbal cognitive ability. Lateralized relative hand skill (left
versus right) was not significantly correlated with any cog-
nitive measure, and neither was the magnitude of hand
skill lateralization to the left or right.

Bivariate Familiality Analysis

Cross-sibling intertrait correlation analyses yield a max-
imum estimate of the degree to which the same genetic
factors influence a pair of correlated variables. These are
presented in Table 4. The majority of these correlations for
pairs of reading-related and cognitive measures showed
significant evidence for common familial influences,
again consistent with data from twin studies (r=0.11–0.19,
p>0.05–0.001). However, despite the strong univariate fa-
miliality of hand motor skill (r=0.21, p=0.0005), the strong
univariate familialities of reading-related measures (r=
0.20–0.33, all p<0.0008), and the significant correlations
between hand motor skill and some reading-related mea-
sures (r=0.12–0.17), hand motor skill showed no signifi-
cant evidence for shared familial influences with any read-
ing-related measure. For a power comparison, notice that
the overall correlations of nonverbal intelligence with
phonological decoding ability and phonemic awareness
(measures of phonological processing ability) were both
0.17 (Table 3), a value that was equal to the overall correla-
tion of hand motor skill with phonological decoding abil-
ity. Furthermore, the univariate maximum heritabilities of
nonverbal reasoning and hand motor skill were similar
(nonverbal reasoning=42%, hand motor skill=41%). How-
ever, in bivariate familiality analysis (Table 4), nonverbal
reasoning showed significant evidence for shared familial
influences with phonological decoding ability and phone-
mic awareness (both r=0.11 and p<0.05), whereas there
was not even a suggestion of shared familial influences be-
tween hand motor skill and phonological decoding ability
(r=–0.01, p=0.46). This comparison confirms that our
group provided sufficient power to detect bivariate famil-
ial effects for pairs of traits with overall correlations as low

TABLE 3. Correlations Among Reading-Related Cognitive Abilities and Motor Skill in 265 Families With At Least One
Dyslexic Probanda

Trait

Reading
Ability

Spelling
Ability

Orthographic
Coding

Phonological
Decoding 

Ability
Phonemic 
Awareness

Verbal
Reasoning

Nonverbal 
Reasoning

Hand Motor 
Skill

r p r p r p r p r p r p r p r p
Spelling ability 0.19 <0.002
Orthographic coding 0.18 0.003 0.19 0.001
Phonological decoding 

ability 0.16 0.006 <0.15 0.008 0.14 <0.02
Phonemic awareness 0.18 0.002 0.19 0.002 0.17 0.004 0.16 0.006
Verbal reasoning 0.15 0.008 0.06 0.18 0.13 0.02 0.09 0.08 0.11 0.04
Nonverbal reasoning 0.12 0.03 0.09 <0.09 0.11 0.04 0.11 0.04 0.11 0.04 0.17 0.004
Hand motor skill –0.01 0.46 0.05 0.21 –0.02 0.38 –0.01 0.46 0.01 0.44 0.00 0.48 0.08 0.09
Left-hand versus 

right-hand skill –0.02 0.37 0.02 0.36 0.00 0.50 –0.04 0.25 –0.07 0.12 0.01 0.46 –0.01 0.45 0.09 0.07
Degree of skill

lateralization –0.01 0.46 0.05 0.22 0.00 0.48 0.07 0.14 –0.09 0.08 0.01 0.46 –0.01 0.43 –0.04 0.26
a Based on 20 random samples of one child from each family.
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as 0.17 but that no detectable shared familial effects ex-
isted between hand motor skill and phonological decod-
ing ability nor between hand motor skill and any other
reading-related measure.

Neither relative left- versus right-hand skill nor its un-
signed magnitude, showed any familial correlation with
reading-related or cognitive measures (Table 4), but this
was unsurprising, since neither measure showed any over-
all correlation with reading-related or cognitive measures
(Table 3).

Genomewide Linkage Screen

Results from genomewide linkage analysis of hand mo-
tor skill in 195 sibling pairs are shown in Figure 1. No link-
age lod scores over 2 were found, which could have been
suggestive of linkage (36), apart from the peak at marker
D10S249 on 10ptel (covering the roughly 4.5 megabases at
the 10p telomere), which yielded LOD=3.55 (point-wise p=
0.00003). This quantitative trait locus nearly surpassed the
p=0.00002 threshold for genomewide significance pro-
posed by Lander and Kruglyak (36). Although linkages at
telomeric locations may arise in part from reduced multi-
point information, this quantitative trait locus is nonethe-
less, to our knowledge, the first to be reported for a motor
measure in the normal range of ability.

No suggestive linkages of hand motor skill were ob-
served to any of the regions that have shown linkage to
reading-related measures in this group (in particular loci
on chromosomes 6 and 18) (4) or that have shown linkage
to reading disability in other studies (including loci on
chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 6, 15 and 18) (3, 5).

Finally, hand motor skill showed no linkage to 2p12-q11,
a locus that has shown linkage to left-hand versus right-
hand skill in this group (28) and in an independent sample
(35). This is consistent with the low nonsignificant correla-
tion between left- versus right-hand skill and overall hand
motor skill (r=0.02, p=0.39).

Discussion

In this study, we analyzed familial and genetic relation-
ships between measures of reading-related and cognitive
abilities, hand motor skill, and hand skill lateralization in
the largest study of its kind to date (641 siblings in 265 in-
dependent nuclear families). The families were recruited
through reading-disabled probands, but the group also in-
cluded many unselected siblings, and this, together with
the use of a broad battery of reading-related measures, en-
sured that all reading-related variables contained suffi-
cient variance to perform powerful quantitative correla-
tion and familiality analyses within this group.

TABLE 4. Cross-Sibling Bivariate Correlations Among Reading-Related Cognitive Abilities and Motor Skill in 265 Families
With At Least One Dyslexic Probanda

Trait

Reading
Ability

Spelling
Ability

Orthographic 
Coding

Phonological
Decoding

Ability
Phonemic 
Awareness

r p r p r p r p r p
Spelling ability 0.71 <0.0001
Orthographic coding 0.78 <0.0001 0.63 <0.0001
Phonological decoding ability 0.65 <0.0001 0.51 <0.0001 0.64 <0.0001
Phonemic awareness 0.54 <0.0001 0.52 <0.0001 0.60 <0.0001 0.59 <0.0001
Verbal reasoning 0.40 <0.0001 0.26 <0.0001 0.32 <0.0001 0.29 <0.0001 0.29 <0.0001
Nonverbal reasoning 0.29 <0.0001 0.32 <0.0001 0.17 <0.005 0.17 <0.004 0.24 0.0001
Hand motor skill 0.09 <0.08 0.07 0.12 0.14 <0.02 0.17 <0.003 0.12 <0.04
Left-hand versus right-hand skill –0.05 0.23 –0.05 0.22 –0.04 0.28 –0.06 0.16 –0.07 0.13
Degree of skill lateralization –0.05 0.20 0.0 0.49 –0.01 0.43 –0.04 0.27 –0.05 0.21
a Based on 20 random samplings of one sibling pair from each family.

FIGURE 1. Genomewide Linkage Screen for Hand Motor Skill in 195 Sibling Pairsa

a Chromosomes are represented from p-telomere (left) to q-telomere (right).
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Our study was designed to investigate two etiological
hypotheses for dyslexia. One hypothesis was that an in-
herited disorder of cerebellar function is a common cause
of reading disability (16, 20–22) and predicted that dys-
lexia will be associated with inherited generalized motor
impairment. The second hypothesis was that a disruption
of lateralized cerebral development, affecting the neu-
roanatomical substrates of language-related cognition, is
a common cause of dyslexia (24, 29). Since handedness is
associated with hemispheric language dominance, this
second hypothesis predicted that hand skill lateralization
might show correlations with reading and/or language-re-
lated measures.

Reading Ability and Hand Motor Skill

All of our reading-related and cognitive measures were
found to be significantly familial, consistent with results
from twin studies that have shown significant heritabili-
ties for these or closely related measures. Hand motor skill
was also moderately familial, which suggests that a sub-
stantial genetic effect influences this trait. However, de-
spite weak correlations between hand motor skill and
some reading-related measures, there was no evidence
that the same familial or genetic effects influenced vari-
ability in hand motor skill and reading ability in our group.
The lack of evidence for a common genetic effect on these
traits was found in our cross-sibling bivariate correlation
analysis and also in the linkage analysis, which did not
identify any genomic region showing suggestive linkage to
both hand motor skill and reading-related measures.

The correlations between reading-related measures and
hand motor skill that we found (correlations up to r=0.17)
yielded sufficient power to detect substantial common ge-
netic effects on these traits had such effects been present.
The possibility remains that a weak common genetic ef-
fect on hand motor skill and reading ability was present in
our group. Nonetheless, our results indicate that the ge-
netic effects on both motor coordination and reading abil-
ity are, while individually strong, mostly or wholly distinct
from one another.

In the absence of evidence for common genetic effects
on motor and reading abilities, the correlations between
hand motor skill and reading-related measures in our sib-
lings may presumably have arisen by means of nonfamil-
ial environmental mechanisms. If then, as proposed (20,
21), a disruption of cerebellar function underlies suscepti-
bility to one common subtype of reading disability, it may
make sense for researchers who are aiming to identify the
biological causes of “cerebellar dyslexia” to focus efforts
on environmental, possibly in utero, mechanisms rather
than on classical genetic effects. Alternatively, the correla-
tions that we observed may have been a reflection of over-
all performance during the test battery (for example, aris-
ing from individual differences in attention or fatigue
during the test sessions).

A model in which reading and motor coordination have
strong, independent familial variance but are also inter-
correlated is partly consistent with the findings of Wolff
and colleagues (20), who observed co-segregation of read-
ing and motor impairments in families with at least two
members with reading disability. However, independent
familial effects on reading and motor measures would not
explain the high prevalence of motor impairments among
the reading-disabled probands of Wolff and colleagues
(20) (roughly half of their probands) nor the degree of co-
segregation between reading and motor impairment that
they observed. It may be that the sample of Wolff and col-
leagues (20) was enriched for a subtype of familial dyslexia
with motor impairment for a reason related to their study
group recruitment. Equally, familial dyslexia with motor
impairment may have been underrepresented in our own
study group. It should also be noted that we relied on a sin-
gle measure of motor ability for our analyses, since the
collection of such measures was not a primary aim of our
original reading disability study design (4, 33). Nonethe-
less, our motor measure was sufficiently sensitive to de-
tect substantial familial effects and also to reveal a correla-
tion with reading-related measures.

Linkage Screen for Hand Motor Skill

The genomewide linkage screen for motor skill that we
used was the first of its kind, to our knowledge. The screen
identified a putative quantitative trait locus for hand mo-
tor skill near the chromosome 10 ptelomere. Although we
did not identify a common genetic effect on motor skill
and reading ability in our study, the possibility remains
that variation in motor skill is related to language-related
cognitive deficits in speech and language impairment
(22). However, we did not observe linkage to the loci that
were implicated in susceptibility to speech and language
impairment by the first genomewide screen for this disor-
der (23). Nonetheless, motor skill may be of relevance to
other neuropsychiatric conditions as an endophenotype,
and further investigation of the quantitative trait locus for
motor skill on chromosome 10ptel may therefore yield in-
sights into the etiologies of such conditions.

Verbal 
Reasoning

Nonverbal
Reasoning

Hand Motor
Skill

r p r p r p

0.30 <0.0001
0.05 0.23 0.03 0.35
0.03 0.31 0.04 0.29 0.02 0.39

–0.04 0.26 –0.05 0.23 0.07 0.12
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Cognition and Laterality

Lateralized relative hand skill (i.e., a quantitative mea-
sure of handedness) was significantly familial in our
group, consistent with previous findings based on subsets
of the total current group (28). This was also consistent
with our finding of at least one replicated quantitative trait
locus for this trait (28, 35). However, lateralized relative
hand skill showed no significant correlation with reading-
related or cognitive measures; neither did the magnitude
of hand skill lateralization to left or right (which, in addi-
tion, showed no significant evidence for familial effects).
Leask and Crow (30) reported an association between ver-
bal and nonverbal cognitive abilities and the absolute
magnitude of hand skill lateralization, but our findings
were consistent with those of Mayringer and Wimmer
(31), who failed to identify this relationship. It should be
noted, however, that the sample studied by Leask and
Crow (30) comprised roughly 13,000 individuals, whereas
our study, like that of Mayringer and Wimmer (31), was
performed using data from just hundreds of individuals
and with different cognitive tests. Therefore, our results
cannot exclude a subtle relationship between hand skill
lateralization and cognitive abilities, especially given that
handedness and lateralized cognition are known to be de-
velopmentally related (32).

Summary

In summary, we have evidence, from familial and molec-
ular genetic analysis of a large group with reading disabil-
ity, that dyslexia with impaired motor coordination is not a
common heritable subtype of reading disability. The famil-
ial effects on motor coordination and reading ability were
found to be individually strong but largely or wholly dis-
tinct. Nonetheless, we found a moderate correlation be-
tween motor and reading abilities that was at least consis-
tent with previous studies that have identified this
relationship (15, 20). This finding lends support to the hy-
pothesis that one subtype of dyslexia may be caused by a
neurological disruption of cerebellar function (15). How-
ever, our data suggest that such a disruption may not be ge-
netically mediated and is perhaps not an important aspect
of reading disability in most clinical cases. Finally, our data
do not support a relationship between variation in reading
or cognitive abilities and lateralization of hand skill.
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